Central Florida Expressway Authority

Expanding Opportunity, Driving Progress

Vision Statement: To provide the region with a world-class, integrated mobility network that drives economic prosperity and quality of life.

Economic Driver
- 26-mile Wekiva Parkway (SR 429) will complete the beltway around Metro Orlando
- $1.6 billion project includes $500 million of local road improvements made by FOOT
- 35,000 jobs created, with 95% performed by locals

$1.6 Billion

E-PASS: Local Investment
- Paying with E-PASS keeps toll dollars in the Central Florida region
- E-PASS rewards frequent beltway drivers with volume and beltway discounts

Multimodal Possibilities
- 81% surveyed said that CFX should play a role in multimodal
- In June 2014, the state gave CFX the authority to explore other transportation modes within its right-of-way

More E-PASS Benefits
- E-PASS is FREE for Central Florida residents
- E-PASS works on all toll roads in FL, GA and NC

Customer Excellence
- 96% Customer Satisfaction Rate

Learn more at CFXway.com

Governing Board

Learn more at CFXway.com